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executive summary

This article outlines significant shortcomings in India’s foreign policy 
institutions that undermine the country’s capacity for ambitious and effective 
international action, and proposes steps that both New Delhi and Washington 
should take, assuming they aim to promote India’s rise as a great power.

ã~áå=~êÖìãÉåí

India’s own foreign policy establishment hinders the country from achieving 
great-power status for four main reasons: (1) The Indian Foreign Service is 
small, hobbled by its selection process and inadequate midcareer training, 
and tends not to make use of outside expertise; (2) India’s think-tanks lack 
sufficient access to the information or resources required to conduct high-
quality, policy-relevant scholarship; (3) India’s public universities are poorly 
funded, highly regulated, and fail to provide world-class education in the 
social sciences and other fields related to foreign policy; and (4) India’s media 
and private firms—leaders in debating the country’s foreign policy agenda—
are not built to undertake sustained foreign policy research or training. 

éçäáÅó=áãéäáÅ~íáçåë

For India to achieve great-power status, a number of improvements to its 
foreign policy software will be required:

r� FYQBOE� SFGPSN�QBZ� BOE� USBJO� UIF� *OEJBO�'PSFJHO�4FSWJDF� UP� BUUSBDU� BOE�
retain high-caliber officers

r� FODPVSBHF�UIF�HSPXUI�PG�XPSME�DMBTT�TPDJBM�TDJFODF�SFTFBSDI�BOE�UFBDIJOH�
schools in India through partnerships with private Indian and U.S. investors, 
universities, and foundations

r� JOWFTU�JO�*OEJBO�UIJOL�UBOLT�BOE�6�4��*OEJB�FYDIBOHF�QSPHSBNT�UIBU�CVJME�
capacity for foreign policy research

r� CSJOH�OPO�DBSFFS�PĊDFST�JOUP�UIF�*OEJBO�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�"ćBJST�BOE�
other parts of the foreign policy establishment as term-limited fellows to 
improve outside understanding of the policy process

r� TVQQPSU� UIF� FćPSUT� PG� *OEJBO� SFTFBSDIFST� UP� NBYJNJ[F� QVCMJD� BDDFTT� UP�
material related to the history of India’s foreign policy by way of the 2005 
Right to Information Act
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Today most discussions of the future geopolitical order assume India 
is rapidly scaling the heights of great-power status. Recent U.S. policy 

toward New Delhi—including the Bush administration’s civilian nuclear 
cooperation agreement ratified in October 2008—has been predicated on an 
optimistic projection of India as a powerful U.S. strategic partner. Some U.S. 
policymakers see in India a potential counterbalance to China’s power in Asia, 
whereas others simply believe that the United States cannot afford to overlook 
UIF�QPUFOUJBM�HMPCBM�JOēVFODF�PG�BO�"TJBO�TUBUF�XJUI�PWFS�B�CJMMJPO�DJUJ[FOT�BOE�
a steadily growing economy. As a result, a strong bipartisan consensus exists 
in Washington for seeking more extensive ties to India and for encouraging 
New Delhi’s international ambition and capacity for action. The Obama 
administration has signaled its hope that India will be a U.S. partner in facing 
“the great common challenges of our era—strengthening the global trade and 
investment system, addressing transnational threats such as nuclear weapons 
proliferation, terrorism and pandemic disease, and meeting the urgent danger 
that is posed by climate change.”1

India may not fulfill Washington’s ambitious vision for the country, 
however, as significant bottlenecks leave its ascent less than assured. Chief 
among these impediments is India’s physical infrastructure. Relative to China, 
India has underinvested in roads, ports, power plants, and many other features 
that have already transformed the Chinese landscape and are rapidly turning 
Beijing’s great-power aspirations into reality. 

So there is no doubt that the “hardware” of the Indian state needs urgent 
attention if New Delhi ever intends to play a major role in world affairs. 
Fortunately, prominent Indian leaders, both inside and outside government, 
BSF� TFJ[FE� CZ� UIFTF� JTTVFT�� :FU� IPX� BEFRVBUF� JT� *OEJB�T� iTPĔXBSFu�UIF�
intellectual and institutional infrastructure needed to exercise power on the 
international scene? India must make progress on this largely overlooked 
front as well. Institutions charged with researching, formulating, debating, 
and implementing foreign policy are too often underdeveloped, in decay, 
or chronically short of resources. In particular, India’s diplomatic service, 
think-tanks, and universities are not yet up to the task of managing an agenda 
befitting a great power. As a result, even a wealthier and more powerful India 
may remain politically inconsequential, unable to set forth and implement a 
realistic global agenda or to exercise international leadership.

 1 James Steinberg, “Opening Remarks” (conference remarks, “The U.S.-India Nuclear Agreement: 
&YQFDUBUJPOT�BOE�$POTFRVFODFTu�UIF�#SPPLJOHT�*OTUJUVUJPO�8BTIJOHUPO�%�$��.BSDI�����������
�
u�IUUQ���XXX�CSPPLJOHT�FEV�_�NFEJB�'JMFT�FWFOUT����������@JOEJB���������@JOEJB�QEG� 
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Because India is still far from reaching its economic potential, the 
country’s institutional deficiencies are not yet debilitating. Over time, however, 
these weaknesses will shape the tone and even the substance of its foreign 
policy. If present trends hold, India’s world-view will be parochial, reactive, 
and increasingly dominated by business interests rather than by strategic 
or political concerns. In response, Washington would need to scale back its 
bullish vision of the potential for U.S.-India strategic partnership. 

These trends are not set in stone: India can undertake a series of reforms 
and investments to develop its foreign policy software, thus expanding the 
country’s capacity to conceive and implement ambitious policies with global 
reach. Furthermore, if the U.S. government is committed to building a 
partnership with New Delhi as a true great power, Washington should also 
lend a hand.

This article is divided into four sections:
u	 pp. 76–83 examine the current state of India’s foreign policy institutions: 

bureaucracy, think-tanks, universities, media, and private business
u	 QQ����m���IJHIMJHIU�*OEJB�T�EFĐDJFODJFT�CZ�ESBXJOH�DPNQBSJTPOT�XJUI�

India’s contemporary and historical peer group
u	 QQ����m���PVUMJOF�UIF�EFĐOJOH�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT�PG�*OEJBO�GPSFJHO�QPMJDZ�JG�

private sector media and corporations continue to outpace public sector, 
research, and educational institutions

u	 QQ����m���QSPQPTF�TQFDJĐD�SFGPSNT�BOE�JOWFTUNFOUT�CZ�*OEJB�BOE�UIF�
United States to reduce the gap between India’s great promise and cur-
rent practice 

áåÇá~Ûë=ÑçêÉáÖå=éçäáÅó=áåëíáíìíáçåë=~åÇ=ÉñéÉêíáëÉ

Although the Indian system is heavily dependent on the nation’s 
bureaucracy for foreign policy formulation and implementation, think-
tanks, universities, the media, and private business also play a role in the 
policymaking process. Together, these five types of institutions make up 
India’s foreign policy software. By most accounts, this software requires a 
TFSJPVT�VQEBUF�JG�*OEJB�JT�UP�IPQF�UP�BDIJFWF�HSFBU�QPXFS�TUBUVT��.BYJNJ[JOH�
the capacity and effectiveness of these five institutional sources of foreign 
policy prowess will provide a major boost to India’s effort to secure a seat at 
the table of the world’s top global players.
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Bureaucratic Guardians: The Indian Foreign Service 

1SJPS�UP�*OEJB�T�JOEFQFOEFODF�JO������UIF�#SJUJTI�NBOBHFE�UIF�DPVOUSZ�T�
foreign relations and made little effort to develop an indigenous cadre of 
USBJOFE�EJQMPNBUT��%VSJOH�UIF�*OEJBO�TUBUF�T�GPSNBUJWF�ZFBST�1SJNF�.JOJTUFS�
+BXBIBSMBM�/FISV�JT�XJEFMZ�WJFXFE�BT�IBWJOH�DPOEVDUFE�IJT�PXO�QFSTPOBMJ[FE�
foreign policy, depending on trusted friends and relatives for advice. The 
Indian Foreign Service (IFS) was originally cobbled together from the Indian 
Civil Service (ICS) and defense forces, and the nation’s diplomatic presence 
was limited to a few foreign capitals.2

5PEBZ� UIF� *'4� SFNBJOT� SFNBSLBCMZ� TNBMM�� ĂF� .JOJTUSZ� PG� &YUFSOBM�
"ćBJST� 	.&"
� JT�POF�PG� *OEJB�T� MFBOFTU�NJOJTUSJFT� JO�QBSU�CFDBVTF� UIF�.&"�
has no natural domestic constituency or champion—unlike, for instance, the 
ministries governing railways or commerce and industry. With fewer than 
eight hundred professional diplomats and an annual budget of just over half a 
CJMMJPO�EPMMBST�JO�ĐTDBM�ZFBS�	':
�����m���UIF�TFSWJDF�JT�TUSFUDIFE�BDSPTT�����
SFTJEFOU�NJTTJPOT�BOE����DPOTVMBUFT�BSPVOE�UIF�XPSME�3 IFS officers staff the 
.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�"ćBJST�JO�/FX�%FMIJ��BT�JT�UIF�DBTF�JO�NPTU�QBSMJBNFOUBSZ�
democracies, partisan political leaders occupy only a very few jobs at the top of 
the ministry. Although several thousand additional personnel manage support 
BOE� MPHJTUJDBM� GVODUJPOT� BU� UIF�.&"� UIFTF� JOEJWJEVBMT� BSF�OPU� FRVJQQFE� UP�
handle substantive policy initiatives, suggesting a deeply inefficient allocation 
PG�SFTPVSDFT�XJUIJO�UIF�PSHBOJ[BUJPO��"T�SFUJSFE�*OEJBO�EJQMPNBU�,JTIBO�3BOB�
FYQMBJOT�UIF�.&"�T�iUPPUI�UP�UBJM�SBUJPu�JT�FYUSFNFMZ�MPX�4

Though IFS members tend to marvel with pride at how their diminutive 
corps manages to keep up with the increasing demands of India’s global 
engagement, critics—friendly and otherwise—suggest it is well past time to 
FYQBOE�UIF�TFSWJDF��"T�POF�6�4��EJQMPNBU�QVU�JU� UIF�*'4�NBZ�CF�SJHIU�TJ[FE�
GPS�.BMBZTJB�CVU�JT�DFSUBJOMZ�OPU�GPS�B�DPVOUSZ�XJUI�*OEJB�T�HMPCBM�BTQJSBUJPOT�5 

.PSFPWFS�UIF�*'4�T�TNBMM�OVNCFST�SVO�VQ�BOE�EPXO�UIF�SBOLT�GSPN�KVOJPS�
UP� TFOJPS� PĊDFST�� $POTFRVFOUMZ� JO� DPOUSBTU� UP� PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� XJUI� BO� VQ�
or-out promotion scheme where underperformers are weeded out over the 
course of a career, nearly everyone in the diplomatic service rises to the upper 
echelons. 

 2� +VEJUI�.��#SPXO�Nehru: A Political Life 	/FX�)BWFO��:BMF�6OJWFSTJUZ�1SFTT�����
�����
 3� ,JTIBO�4��3BOB�Asian Diplomacy: The Foreign Ministries of China, India, Japan, Singapore, and 

Thailand�	.BMUB�BOE�(FOFWB��%JQMP'PVOEBUJPO�����
����
 4 Ibid., 51.
 5 Author’s interview with a U.S. government official, New Delhi, September 2007.
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The IFS is further hobbled by its selection process, which remains firmly 
rooted in the old civil service tradition. Diplomats enter the service by taking 
the same nationwide examination as the much larger Indian Administrative 
Service. By the numbers, this process is highly competitive: of the roughly 
300,000 who initially apply to take the written exam each year, 1,500 are 
interviewed in person and only 300 are accepted into the entire national 
bureaucracy.6 Of these, 20 or so enter the IFS. These impressive statistics, 
however, cannot mask the fact that India’s diplomats should really possess 
a different set of skills and interests than their peers in the civil service, 
skills better identified through a separate examination process. The fact 
that the highest scorers on the exam tend to choose non-IFS careers also 
reflects poorly on the relative prestige and appeal of the foreign service. By 
some accounts, India’s extensive affirmative action system and increasingly 
uncompetitive government pay rates have also diluted the academic caliber of 
new batches of IFS entrants.7 Although a 21% pay raise for all of India’s federal 
employees in 2008—the first salary increase in twelve years—has no doubt 
been celebrated by existing bureaucrats, such an increase may not be enough 
to attract the entry-level standouts who now lean toward the more lucrative 
private sector.8

Charged with the implementation and much of the formulation of India’s 
GPSFJHO�QPMJDZ�EJQMPNBUT�JO�UIF�.&"�UFOE�OPU�UP�DVMUJWBUF�PS�SFMZ�PO�PVUTJEF�
expertise. Like many governments, India runs a closed-shop bureaucracy, 
XJUI�GFX�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�GPS�MBUFSBM�FOUSZ�PS�UFNQPSBSZ�SPUBUJPOT��:FU�UIF�.&"�T�
parochialism is also exacerbated by the fact that India suffers from what one 
prominent former policymaker has termed a “culture of security,” in which 
information concerning government processes is so tightly held that outside 
researchers find it exceedingly difficult to conduct relevant policy research.9 
Indian scholars find their government famously tight-lipped when it comes 
to information-sharing.10 India’s foreign policy and military archives are 
essentially closed. Popular histories are more often penned by retired officials 
than by policy analysts or historians because only the retirees know what they 
did in office.

 6 Rana, Asian Diplomacy�����BOE�614$��1SFMJNJOBSZ�&YBN�BWBJMBCMF�BU�u	http://www.indicareer.
com/competitive-exams/UPSC-civil-services-priliminary-examination.html.

 7 Author’s interview with a senior Indian foreign policy official, New Delhi, October 2007; and 
author’s interview with a senior Indian journalist and foreign affairs analyst, Washington, D.C., 
January 2008.

 8� "NZ�,B[NJO�i*OEJB�"QQSPWFT�1BZ�3JTF�GPS��N�'FEFSBM�8PSLFSTu Financial Times, August 15, 2008.
 9 Author’s interview with a retired senior Indian national security official, New Delhi, October 2007.
 10� "OJU�.VLIFSKFF�i-FU�(FOFSBMT�)BWF�ĂFJS�4UPSJFTwu�Indian Express, June 7, 2007.
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Indian law buttresses the bureaucracy’s insular tendencies by imposing 
penalties for the public disclosure of information. The Official Secrets Act 
prevents former policymakers from conducting policy relevant work or 
research for two years after retirement, thereby placing a severe damper on 
their contribution to public debate or scholarship.

#FDBVTF� EBJMZ� PQFSBUJPOBM� SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT� TUSFUDI� .&"� QPMJDZNBLFST�
thin, some recent efforts have been made to outsource discrete analytical tasks 
to a handful of Indian think-tanks, including the Indian Council for Research 
PO�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�&DPOPNJD�3FMBUJPOT�	*$3*&3
�BOE�UIF�*OTUJUVUF�GPS�%FGFODF�
Studies and Analyses (IDSA). But these efforts are infrequent and suffer from 
EFFQ�PĊDJBM�DPODFSOT�PWFS�UIF�QPUFOUJBM�GPS�MFBLT��ĂF�.&"�T�JO�IPVTF�QPMJDZ�
planning office is widely panned as irrelevant, disconnected from serious 
policy concerns, and incapable of high quality output.11 A large portion of 
.&"�QPMJDZ�GPSNVMBUJPO�BOE�EFCBUF�JT�BQQBSFOUMZ�DPOEVDUFE�CZ�JO�QFSTPO�PS�
phone conversations rather than through careful written analysis, though this 
pattern may be changing.12

ĂF�DSFBUJPO�PG�UIF�/BUJPOBM�4FDVSJUZ�$PVODJM�	/4$
�JO������XIJDI�JT�
headed by the prime minister, has allowed some limited injection of outside 
ideas into the policy process. Reporting to the NSC is the National Security 
Advisory Board (NSAB) of approximately twenty members, staffed by 
OPO�HPWFSONFOUBM� FYQFSUT� GSPN� WBSJPVT� ĐFMET�� :FU� HJWFO� UIBU�NBOZ�/4"#�
members are retired military or civil officials, this influential body still reflects 
a strong insider tradition and may be ill-suited for offering new or creative 
policy advice. 

'JOBMMZ�UIF�.&"�TFSWFT�BT�B�TUSJDU�HBUFLFFQFS�GPS�*OEJB�T�PUIFS�NJOJTUSJFT�
when in interaction or exchanges with foreign counterparts on agricultural, 
TDJFODF�PS�PUIFS� TPSUT�PG� UFDIOJDBM�ĐFMET��8JUI� UIF�.&"�T� TDBSDF�QFSTPOOFM�
and severe time limitations, the agency’s procedures are often blamed for 
retarding, rather than facilitating, constructive engagement.

From the Sidelines: India’s Think-Tanks and Universities

Think-tanks modeled along American lines are by no means a necessary 
precondition for high quality foreign policy research and analysis. Nonetheless, 
independent or quasi-governmental institutions offer one way to fill gaps in 

 11 Author’s interview with a senior Indian foreign policy official, New Delhi, October 2007; author’s 
interview with retired senior Indian Foreign Service officer, October 2007; and Rana, Asian 
Diplomacy, 55.

 12 Author’s interview with a mid-level Indian foreign policy official, Washington, D.C., January 2008; 
and Rana, Asian Diplomacy, 72.
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official policymaking capacity. As a general rule, India’s foreign policy think-
tanks lack sufficient access to the information, expertise, and resources 
required to conduct world-class, policy-relevant scholarship. The Official 
4FDSFUT�"DU�DMPTFE�BSDIJWFT�BOE�UJHIU�MJQQFE�CVSFBVDSBUJD�DVMUVSF�PG�UIF�.&"�
(and other government agencies) are largely responsible for the inadequate 
flow of information. 

First-hand policymaking expertise is plentiful in India’s most prestigious 
think-tanks, but, as is the case throughout South Asia, such expertise is 
possessed almost exclusively by retired ambassadors and other post-career 
government officials. With no avenue to conduct meaningful policy analysis 
outside government, midcareer Indian policymakers have no incentive to leave 
government service. Conversely, with no means to enter the foreign policy civil 
service at any rung above the bottom, junior researchers outside government 
seldom find ways to gain first-hand insight into the policy process. Indian 
UIJOL�UBOLT� BSF� UIFSFGPSF� DIBSBDUFSJ[FE� CZ� B� TIBSQMZ� CJGVSDBUFE� QFSTPOOFM�
structure that privileges senior staff and offers younger scholars no ready path 
for career advancement, through either government service or research.

Likewise, India’s corporate sector has not fully embraced the peculiarly 
"NFSJDBO� NPEFM� PG� TQPOTPSJOH� JOEFQFOEFOU� SFTFBSDI� PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� BOE�
providing no-strings-attached grants. The best think-tanks can depend on 
multiple streams of funding in order to retain balance and independence. Aside 
from a few notable exceptions, most of India’s new mega-rich entrepreneurs 
have steered clear of supporting public policy research. 

&WFO� TP� GPSFJHO� QPMJDZ� UIJOL�UBOLT� JO� *OEJB� BSF� VOEPVCUFEMZ� SJDIFS�
now than in the past. In addition to government-funded programs such as 
*%4"�	XIJDI� JT�BO�BQQFOEBHF�PG� UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�%FGFODF
�B� TNBMM�DSPQ�PG�
independent institutions has emerged in New Delhi, including the Observer 
3FTFBSDI�'PVOEBUJPO�%FMIJ�1PMJDZ�(SPVQ�BOE�*OTUJUVUF�GPS�1FBDF�BOE�$POēJDU�
Studies. Still, think-tank resources and growth have not kept pace with Indian 
FDPOPNJD�FYQBOTJPO��"T�XJUI�UIF�.&"�JUTFMG�OFBSMZ�BMM�PG�UIFTF�JOTUJUVUJPOT�ĐOE�
it hard to compete with India’s private corporations in attracting and retaining 
bright new talent.13 As one member of an Indian think-tank lamented, “I can 
barely find a PhD from an Indian university capable of writing a single high-
RVBMJUZ�QBHF�PG�&OHMJTI�UFYU�u14

 13 Author’s interview with an Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA) fellow, New Delhi, 
October 2007.

 14 Author’s interview with a fellow at an Indian think-tank, New Delhi, July 2006.
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Indeed, an important part of the trouble in attracting qualified personnel 
stems from the woeful state of India’s university system. In a June 2007 speech 
JO�.VNCBJ� 1SJNF�.JOJTUFS�.BONPIBO� 4JOHI� BDLOPXMFEHFE� UIBU� iBMNPTU�
���SE�PG�PVS�VOJWFSTJUJFT�BOE�����PG�PVS�DPMMFHFT�BSF�SBUFE�BT�CFMPX�BWFSBHF�
on quality parameters.”15 Numerous studies and commissions have identified 
glaring deficiencies in India’s public institutions of higher education, which 
are at once highly regulated and poorly funded. Typically, these reports stress 
how India’s universities are not meeting the needs of the Indian masses.16�:FU�
for the purposes of improving Indian foreign policy formulation and analysis, 
the quality of top-tier elite institutions, particularly in the social sciences, is 
most relevant. In engineering, medicine, and management, private investment 
and new private institutions are filling the gaps in India’s public universities.17 

The social sciences, however, have no such benefactors. 
In India as in many other countries, social science research has trouble 

attracting the best and brightest students, who tend to gravitate to the hard 
sciences, medicine, business, and technology. As a rule, India has also 
had a relatively weak tradition of studying other regions, social science 
methodologies, and foreign languages.18 

The graduate program at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) in New 
Delhi is considered India’s gold standard in the field of international relations. 
.BOZ� PG� *OEJB�T� CFTU� QPMJDZ� BOBMZTUT� JO� UIJOL�UBOLT� BOE� HPWFSONFOU� IBWF�
TQFOU�UJNF�UIFSF��:FU�UIF�RVBMJUZ�PG�UIF�+/6�QSPHSBN�JT�TVćFSJOH�GSPN�B�MBDL�
of state investment. Poor resources hurt efforts to recruit and retain world-
class faculty, and the intrusion of a quota-based student selection process 
further dilutes incoming classes already drained by competition from other 
more lucrative or prestigious fields.19 The JNU campus has always been a 
famous training ground for left-leaning student politics, but the campus is 
not presently capable of preparing India’s next generation of foreign policy 
analysts or practitioners to a world-class standard. Nor are there signs that 
other Indian universities are filling this gap.

 15� i1.�T�BEESFTT�BU�UIF����UI�"OOJWFSTBSZ�'VODUJPO�PG�6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�.VNCBJu�+VOF���������1SJNF�
.JOJTUFS�PG�*OEJB�T�0ĊDF�XFCTJUF�BWBJMBCMF�BU�u http://pmindia.nic.in/speeches.htm.

 16� 1BXBO�"HBSXBM�i)JHIFS�&EVDBUJPO�JO�*OEJB��ĂF�/FFE�GPS�$IBOHFu�*OEJBO�$PVODJM�GPS�3FTFBSDI�
PO�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�&DPOPNJD�3FMBUJPOT�	*$3*&3
�*$3*&3�8PSLJOH�1BQFS�OP������+VOF������

 17� %FWFTI�,BQVS�BOE�1SBUBQ�#IBOV�.FIUB�i*OEJBO�)JHIFS�&EVDBUJPO�3FGPSN��'SPN�)BMG�#BLFE�
Socialism to Half-Baked Capitalism,” Harvard University Center for International Development 
(CID), CID Working Paper, no. 108, September 2004.

 18 Patricia Uberoi, “Looking Back and Looking Ahead” (unpublished review of China Studies 
Workshop, October 2007).

 19 Author’s interviews with Jawaharlal Nehru University graduates now working in the field of foreign 
policy research, New Delhi, 2007 and 2008.
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Leading the Way: India’s Private Sector and Media 

Over the past decade India’s entrepreneurial private sector has begun 
both to assume a leadership role in the international arena and to take on 
some minor functions traditionally filled by a government’s foreign policy 
BQQBSBUVT��.BKPS�*OEJBO�DPSQPSBUJPOT�TVDI�BT�*OGPTZT�5BUB�BOE�3FMJBODF�BSF�
JOUFSOBUJPOBMJ[JOH�UIFJS�PQFSBUJPOT�BOE�QSFTFOUJOH�B�OFX�GBDF�PG�*OEJB�UP�UIF�
world. This trend is likely to continue despite the global economic downturn 
UIBU�IBT�TISVOL�*OEJB�T�SFBM�(%1�HSPXUI�GSPN����JO�����m���UP�B�GPSFDBTUFE�
����� JO� ����m��� BOE� ����� JO� ����m���20 In an early sign of the Indian 
business community’s international aspirations, global elites were treated 
UP� BO� FYUSBWBHBOU� i*OEJB� &WFSZXIFSFu� BEWFSUJTJOH� CMJU[� BU� UIF� �����8PSME�
&DPOPNJD�'PSVN�JO�%BWPT��ĂF�DBNQBJHO�XBT�DPODFJWFE�CZ�B�QVCMJD�QSJWBUF�
QBSUOFSTIJQ� UIBU� SBJTFE����NJMMJPO� GSPN���� DPNQBOJFT� BOE� UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�
Commerce, and was intended to highlight India’s “brand” as a tech-friendly, 
rapidly growing, free market democracy.21 

1MBZJOH� B� DFOUSBM� SPMF� JO� UIF� i*OEJB� &WFSZXIFSFu� DBNQBJHO� XBT� UIF�
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), India’s most prominent business 
advocacy group. On the occasion of India’s 60th anniversary in 2007, CII 
XBT�BHBJO�BU� UIF� GPSFGSPOU�NBOBHJOH�B�EJ[[ZJOH�BSSBZ�PG�DFMFCSBUPSZ�FWFOUT�
JO�/FX�:PSL�UIBU�SBO�UIF�HBNVU�GSPN�CVTJOFTT�UP�DVMUVSF�UP�QPMJUJDT��$**�IBT�
expanded its operations to include a wide variety of events and exchanges, 
including a high-profile series of “strategic dialogues” with the U.S.-based 
Aspen Institute, an activity that would typically fall under the purview of a 
think-tank. Well-funded and energetic, the CII is putting its stamp on India’s 
international image and developing relationships more rapidly than its 
counterparts, whether in the nonprofit world or in government. CII does not, 
however, maintain a research or think-tank program.

Indian journalists and media pundits are also engaged in a lively debate 
PO� *OEJB�T� GPSFJHO�QPMJDZ� BHFOEB��.BTTJWF� SFBEFSTIJQ�PG� *OEJBO�OFXTQBQFST�
and the proliferation of electronic media outlets have enabled more extensive 
international news coverage, although most media attention remains 
focused on local and national issues. The small number of full-time foreign 
correspondents, all based in a handful of major cities such as Washington, 
D.C., and London, still hampers international reporting. 

 20� &DPOPNJTU�*OUFMMJHFODF�6OJU�i$PVOUSZ�#SJFĐOHT��*OEJBu�Economist�%FDFNCFS���������u http://
XXX�FDPOPNJTU�DPN�$06/53*&4�*OEJB�QSPĐMF�DGN GPMEFS�1SPĐMF�&DPOPNJD���%BUB�

 21� i%FMIJ�JO�%BWPT��)PX�*OEJB�#VJMU�*UT�#SBOE�BU�UIF�8PSME�&DPOPNJD�'PSVNu�,OPXMFEHF!8IBSUPO�
University of Pennsylvania u�IUUQ���LOPXMFEHF�XIBSUPO�VQFOO�FEV�BSUJDMF�DGN BSUJDMFJE�������
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Despite these limitations, India’s newspapers now play a primary role 
JO� GPSFJHO� QPMJDZ� EFCBUF��.BKPS� JTTVFT� TVDI� BT� UIF� *OEJB�6�4�� OVDMFBS� EFBM�
are hashed out in impressive, sometimes excruciating detail, bolstered by 
commentary from a stable of well-known former government officials. In 
UIF�.&"�OFXT�BOE�PQ�FE�QBHFT�GSPN�UISFF�PS�NPSF�*OEJBO�OFXTQBQFST�BSF�
considered required daily reading.22 

The extensive resources available to the private sector, industry groups 
such as CII, and the media have turned these groups into leaders in articulating 
BOE�EFCBUJOH�*OEJB�T�GPSFJHO�QPMJDZ�BHFOEB��:FU�JU�TIPVME�DPNF�BT�OP�TVSQSJTF�
UIBU� UIF� JODFOUJWF� TUSVDUVSFT� XJUIJO� UIFTF� PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� BSF� HFBSFE� UPXBSE�
short-term, profitable, or high-profile agendas. These groups are not built to 
undertake sustained policy research or training and should not be expected 
to fill gaps left by government, think-tanks, or universities, even if appearing 
at a superficial level to provide similar services.

áåÇá~=áå=éÉêëéÉÅíáîÉ

*O�"QSJM������*OEJBO�GPSFJHO�TFDSFUBSZ�4IJW�4IBOLBS�.FOPO�DJUFE�QFSTPOOFM�
ĐHVSFT�GSPN�UIF�GPSFJHO�TFSWJDFT�PG�PUIFS�TUBUFT�UP�BEWPDBUF�B�EPVCMJOH�PG�.&"�T�
total personnel.23 Although making perfect comparisons of personnel data across 
DPVOUSJFT�JT�EJĊDVMU�MBSHF�EFWFMPQJOH�TUBUFT�TVDI�BT�#SB[JM�BOE�$IJOB�IBWF�BU�MFBTU�
����NPSF�QSPGFTTJPOBM�EJQMPNBUT�UIBO�*OEJB�T�QBMUSZ�����24�.JE�TJ[FE�EFWFMPQFE�
DPVOUSJFT�TVDI�BT�(FSNBOZ�BOE�UIF�6OJUFE�,JOHEPN�IBWF�SPVHIMZ���UJNFT�*OEJB�T�
numbers, and the United States has between 20 and 30 times more personnel 
(including foreign and civil service engaged in foreign policy). Singapore, a 
DJUZ�TUBUF�PG�POMZ�����NJMMJPO�DJUJ[FOT�IBT�OFBSMZ�����GPSFJHO�TFSWJDF�PĊDFST�BOE�
ministers.25 Figure 1 provides a comparison of personnel in foreign services.

 22� "VUIPS�T�JOUFSWJFX�XJUI�B�TFOJPS�*OEJBO�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�"ćBJST�PĊDJBM�/FX�%FMIJ�0DUPCFS������
 23� i&"�UP�%PVCMF�*UT�4USFOHUI�JO�'JWF�:FBSTu�Hindustan Times, June 3, 2007.
 24� #SB[JM�IBT������EJQMPNBUT��$IJOB�IBT������UPUBM�CVU�EPFT�OPU�EJTUJOHVJTI�CFUXFFO�QSPGFTTJPOBM�

BOE�iTFDPOE�UJFSu�QFSTPOOFM��'PS�#SB[JM�TFF�i-JTUB�EF�"OUJHVJEBEFu�<-JTU�PG�4FOJPSJUZ> 
%FQBSUBNFOUP�EP�4FSWJÉP�&YUFSJPS�4FQUFNCFS�����������GPS�$IJOB�TFF�3BOB�Asian Diplomacy, 24; 
BOE�GPS�*OEJB�TFF�i"OOVBM�3FQPSU�����m����u�(PWFSONFOU�PG�*OEJB�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�"ćBJST�
173 u	http://www.mea.gov.in/.

 25� 'PS�(FSNBOZ�TFF�iĂF�'PSFJHO�4FSWJDF�"�3FTJMJFOU�BOE�.PCJMF�'PSDFu�"VTXÅSUJHFT�"NU�XFCTJUF�
u�IUUQ���XXX�BVTXBFSUJHFT�BNU�EF�EJQMP�FO�""NU�"VTX%JFOTU�.JUBSCFJUFS�IUNM��GPS�UIF�6,�
TFF�i$BQBCJMJUZ�3FWJFX�PG�UIF�'PSFJHO�BOE�$PNNPOXFBMUI�0ĊDF�����m��u�6,�$JWJM�4FSWJDF����
u�IUUQ���XXX�DJWJMTFSWJDF�HPW�VL�EPDVNFOUT�DBQBCJMJUZ�QEG�$BQBCJMJUZ@3FWJFX@'$0�QEG��GPS�UIF�
6OJUFE�4UBUFT�TFF�i%FQBSUNFOU�PG�4UBUF�':������1FSGPSNBODF�BOE�"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ�3FQPSU�.JTTJPO�
BOE�0SHBOJ[BUJPOu�6�4��%FQBSUNFOU�PG�4UBUF�u http://www.state.gov/s/d/rm/rls/perfrpt/2006/
html/76514.htm; and data for Singapore is derived from e-mail correspondence between an intern 
BU�UIF�$PVODJM�PG�'PSFJHO�3FMBUJPOT�	$'3
�BOE�UIF�'JSTU�4FDSFUBSZ�	*OGPSNBUJPO
�BU�UIF�&NCBTTZ�PG�
Singapore, October 5, 2007. 
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India’s resource gaps are not quite as striking with respect to the operating 
DPTUT�BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI�GPSFJHO�BćBJST��*OEJBO�ĐHVSFT�	�������NJMMJPO�JO�':�����m
��
�BSF�WJSUVBMMZ�JEFOUJDBM�UP�#SB[JM�T�	�������NJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�SPVHIMZ�IBMG�
PG�$IJOB�T�	������CJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�BOE�TJHOJĐDBOUMZ�CFMPX�OBUJPOT�TVDI�BT�
UIF�6,�	������CJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�(FSNBOZ�	������CJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�'SBODF�
	������CJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�BOE�+BQBO�	������CJMMJPO�JO�':�����
�26 The United 

 26� #FDBVTF�EJćFSFOU�TUBUFT�DBUFHPSJ[F�GPSFJHO�PQFSBUJOH�FYQFOEJUVSFT�EJćFSFOUMZ�B�QFSGFDU�DPNQBSJTPO�
JT�JNQPTTJCMF��UIFTF�BSF�CFTU�FTUJNBUFT�CBTFE�PO�QVCMJDMZ�BWBJMBCMF�EBUB��'PS�#SB[JM�TFF�i0SÉBNFOUP�
QBSB������.JOJTUÊSJP�EBT�3FMBÉ×FT�&YUFSJPSFT�%FUBMIBNFOUP�EF�"É×FTu�<�����.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�
3FMBUJPOT�#VEHFU�1MBO�PG�"DUJPO>�#SB[JMJBO�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�3FMBUJPOT��GPS�$IJOB�TFF�i.BJO�
*UFNT�PG�#VEHFUBSZ�&YQFOEJUVSF�PG�$FOUSBM�BOE�-PDBM�(PWFSONFOUT�	����
u�China Statistical 
Yearbook 2006�	#FJKJOH��/BUJPOBM�#VSFBV�PG�4UBUJTUJDT�PG�$IJOB�����
������GPS�UIF�6,�TFF�
i'PSFJHO�BOE�$PNNPOXFBMUI�0ĊDF�3FTPVSDF�"DDPVOUT�����m��u�����GPS�(FSNBOZ�TFF�i'PSFJHO�
1PMJDZ�BOE�UIF������'FEFSBM�#VEHFUu�#VOEFTSFHJFSVOH��GPS�'SBODF�TFF�iĂF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�
BOE�&VSPQFBO�"ćBJST�JO�/VNCFSTu��BOE�GPS�+BQBO�TFF�i#VEHFU—Annual Reports on Financial 
*OGPSNBUJPOu�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�"ćBJST�PG�+BQBO�
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Source:�'PS�*OEJB�TFF�i"OOVBM�3FQPSU�����m����u������GPS�#SB[JM�TFF�i-JTUB�EF�"OUJHVJEBEFu����GPS�$IJOB�
see Rana, Asian Diplomacy�����GPS�'SBODF�TFF�iĂF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�BOE�&VSPQFBO�"ćBJST�JO�/VNCFSTu�
'SBODF�%JQMPNBUJF��GPS�(FSNBOZ�TFF�iĂF�'PSFJHO�4FSWJDFu��GPS�+BQBO�TFF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�"ćBJST��GPS�
4JOHBQPSF�F�NBJM�DPSSFTQPOEFODF�XJUI�UIF�'JSTU�4FDSFUBSZ�	*OGPSNBUJPO
�BU�UIF�&NCBTTZ�PG�4JOHBQPSF��GPS�UIF�
6,�TFF�i$BQBCJMJUZ�3FWJFXu�����BOE�GPS�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�TFF�i%FQBSUNFOU�PG�4UBUF�':������u
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4UBUFT�TQFOU�PWFS�����CJMMJPO�PO�GPSFJHO�PQFSBUJPOT�JO�':�������4PNF�QPSUJPO�
of these disparities can be chalked up to different accounting procedures or 
purchasing power parity, but it is still clear that India’s official foreign policy 
operations are nowhere near those of other countries. Figure 2 illustrates a 
comparison of the operating costs of these countries’ foreign services.

An India-specific review of foreign policy infrastructure reveals a 
number of shortcomings, but the urgency of India’s deficiencies is best 
highlighted by comparisons with the county’s contemporary and historical 
peer group. China is the best contemporary example of a rising global power, 
and the United States at the beginning of the twentieth century provides a 
suitable historical comparison.

'*(63&��
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Source:�'PS�*OEJB�TFF�i0VUDPNF�#VEHFU�����m��u�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&YUFSOBM�"ćBJST����GPS�#SB[JM�TFF�i0SÉBNFOUP�
QBSB������.JOJTUÊSJP�EBT�3FMBÉ×FT�&YUFSJPSFT�%FUBMIBNFOUP�EF�"É×FTu��GPS�$IJOB�TFF�i.BJO�*UFNT�PG�
#VEHFUBSZ�&YQFOEJUVSF�PG�$FOUSBM�BOE�-PDBM�(PWFSONFOUT�	����
u������GPS�'SBODF�TFF�iĂF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�
'PSFJHO�BOE�&VSPQFBO�"ćBJST�JO�/VNCFSTu��GPS�(FSNBOZ�TFF�i'PSFJHO�1PMJDZ�BOE�UIF������'FEFSBM�#VEHFUu��
for Japan, see “Budget—Annual Reports on Financial Information”; for Singapore, e-mail correspondence 
XJUI�UIF�'JSTU�4FDSFUBSZ�	*OGPSNBUJPO
�BU�UIF�&NCBTTZ�PG�4JOHBQPSF��GPS�UIF�6,�TFF�i'PSFJHO�BOE�
$PNNPOXFBMUI�0ĊDF�3FTPVSDF�"DDPVOUT�����m��u�����BOE�GPS�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�TFF�i':����$POHSFTTJPOBM�
Budget Justification,” U.S. Department of State, 13–15.
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A Contemporary Comparison: 
Foreign Policy Infrastructure Development in China

China offers one model of how a rising global power can cultivate 
national intellectual infrastructure. For one, the Chinese system selects and 
trains diplomats in a more targeted manner than the Indian system. Unlike 
*OEJB�T�.&"�$IJOB�T�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�"ćBJST� 	.'"
�NBJOUBJOT� JUT�PXO�
entrance exam in addition to the standard national public service exam. 
Whereas India’s Foreign Service Institute is not an accredited university, 30% 
PG�$IJOFTF�.'"�QFSTPOOFM� SFDFJWF�EFHSFFT� GSPN�UIF�$IJOB�'PSFJHO�"ćBJST�
University. Furthermore, unlike in India, midcareer coursework is standard 
in China, and senior diplomats are required to take additional classes before 
major promotions. Finally, the larger Chinese service is internally competitive 
compared to the Indian service; individual promotions are hard-fought and 
merit-based rather than assumed.27� *O� TVN� DPNQBSFE� XJUI� *OEJB�T� .&"�
POF� XPVME� FYQFDU� $IJOB�T� .'"� UP� CFOFĐU� GSPN� SFMBUJWFMZ� NPSF� UBSHFUFE�
recruitment, extensive and ongoing training, and competitive promotion 
QBUI�OPU�UP�NFOUJPO�PWFSBMM�TJ[F�BOE�SFTPVSDF�CBTF�

India has no shortage of think-tanks. In fact, by one measure, India 
IBT� NPSF� UIJOL�UBOLT� UIBO� BOZ� PUIFS� TUBUF� JO� "TJB�� (MPCBM� DPNQBSJTPOT�
are difficult to interpret, however, because quantitative measures do not 
OFDFTTBSJMZ�USBOTMBUF�JOUP�RVBMJUZ�PS�JOēVFODF��&WFO�TP�JU�JT�XPSUI�OPUJOH�UIBU�
unlike Japan or China, India had no think-tanks ranked in the global top 25 
(excluding U.S.-based think-tanks) and only one, IDSA, ranked in the global 
top 50.28 

A qualitative study of China’s foreign policy think-tanks suggests that 
these institutions have grown markedly over the past several decades, driven 
by an expansion of Beijing’s political ambition, resource base, and international 
connectivity.29 That said, because many of China’s think-tanks are closely tied 
to organs of the state, they are less likely to play an independent, objective 
role in policy analysis or debate relative to some of their Indian counterparts. 
Still, in recent years Chinese institutions devoted to the study of international 
SFMBUJPOT�FDPOPNJDT�BOE�EFGFOTF�QPMJDZ�IBWF�FYQBOEFE�DPOTJEFSBCMZ��:PVOHFS�
Chinese scholars in these fields are far more attuned to Western analytical 

 27 Rana, Asian Diplomacy�������
 28� +BNFT�.D(BOO�iĂF�(MPCBM�A(P�5P��ĂJOL�5BOLT��ĂF�-FBEJOH�1VCMJD�1PMJDZ�3FTFBSDI�

0SHBOJ[BUJPOT�JO�UIF�8PSMEu�ĂJOL�5BOL�BOE�$JWJM�4PDJFUZ�1SPHSBN�6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�1FOOTZMWBOJB�
27, available at u	IUUQ���XXX�GPSFJHOQPMJDZ�DPN�ĐMFT�����@(MPCBM@(P@5P@ĂJOL@5BOLT�QEG�

 29 China Quarterly devoted an entire issue to Chinese think-tanks. See China Quarterly 171 
(September 2002).
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approaches than they once were and are also far more likely to tap into—and 
advance—world-class research efforts.30 Prominent institutions include the 
China Institute for Contemporary International Relations, with 150 research 
QSPGFTTPST�PS�BTTPDJBUFT��UIF�$IJOFTF�"DBEFNZ�PG�4PDJBM�4DJFODFT�XJUI�EP[FOT�
of research institutes and thousands of scholars covering a wide array of 
regional and functional issues; and the China Institute of International Studies, 
XIJDI�TFSWFT�BT�B�SFTFBSDI�BSN�GPS�UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�'PSFJHO�"ćBJST��"SNFE�XJUI�
an increasing number of internationally educated and multilingual scholars, 
these institutions (as well as smaller ones outside Beijing such as the Shanghai 
Institute for Strategic Studies) provide policymakers with a level of technical 
expertise currently unmatched in India.

Finally, even a rough-and-ready comparison between India’s universities 
and the global competition reveals glaring weaknesses. In the Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University’s academic ranking of world universities for 2008, only two 
of India’s universities cracked into the world’s top four hundred, whereas 
China placed sixth in the top three hundred. And in the Times Higher 
Education NBHB[JOF�T�XPSME�VOJWFSTJUZ�SBOLJOHT�GPS������$IJOB�QMBDFE�TFWFO�
universities ahead of India’s best, with the top Chinese university ranking 
50th.31�.PSFPWFS�OP� *OEJBO� JOTUJUVUJPOT�XFSF� SBOLFE� JO� UIF�Times’ top 75 
social science schools for 2008, whereas three Chinese universities were 
ranked in this category.32 

Although none of the global ranking systems are geared to compare the 
quality of university programs in a single sub-discipline such as international 
relations, there is no evidence to suggest that many Indian institutions break 
UIFJS�HFOFSBM�QBUUFSO�PG�NFEJPDSJUZ�JO�UIJT�BSFB��*O�GBDU�BT�"NJUBCI�.BUUPP�
notes, despite the fact that the study of international relations enjoyed 
a “favorable climate for intellectual growth in the first few years following 
India’s independence,” in recent decades China has more than caught up in 
this academic discipline.33

 30� #POOJF�(MBTFS�BOE�1IJMMJQ�4BVOEFST�i$IJOFTF�$JWJMJBO�'PSFJHO�1PMJDZ�3FTFBSDI�*OTUJUVUFT��&WPMWJOH�
Roles and Increasing Influence,” China Quarterly 171 (September 2002): 603.

 31 “Academic Rankings of World Universities—2008,” Center for World Class Universities, Shanghai 
Jiao Tong University u�IUUQ���XXX�BSXV�PSH�SBOL�����5PQ���@&/	CZ���SBOL
�QEG��BOE�i8PSME�
University Rankings 2008: The Top 200 World Universities,” Times Higher Education�	5)&
�u 
IUUQ���XXX�UJNFTIJHIFSFEVDBUJPO�DP�VL�IZCSJE�BTQ UZQF$PEF�����

 32� i5)&�24�8PSME�6OJWFSTJUZ�3BOLJOHT�������4PDJBM�4DJFODFTu�THE u	http://www.topuniversities.
DPN�XPSMEVOJWFSTJUZSBOLJOHT�SFTVMUT������TVCKFDU@SBOLJOHT�TPDJBM@TDJFODFT���/PUF�UIBU�6OJWFSTJUZ�
PG�%FMIJ�XBT�SBOLFE�BU���OE�BOE�+/6�XBT�SBOLFE���TU�

 33� "NJUBCI�.BUPP�i6QHSBEJOH�UIF�4UVEZ�PG�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�3FMBUJPOTu�Hindu�"QSJM���������
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Lessons from the Past—The United States

At present, India’s foreign policy institutions are underdeveloped in both 
absolute and relative terms. India’s material wealth and power are growing, 
however, and the country’s foreign policy infrastructure could well follow. 
The United States took precisely this path over the course of the twentieth 
century; thus, the U.S. historical experience might offer useful clues about 
India’s future trajectory.

At the end of the nineteenth century, U.S. industrial production was 
already the largest in the world; however, it was not until the Cold War was 
VOEFSXBZ�JO�UIF�NJE�����T�UIBU�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�WBTUMZ�FOMBSHFE�JUT�GPSFJHO�
service to over 3,000 officers.34�"T�MBUF�BT������UIF�EJQMPNBUJD�TFSWJDF�OVNCFSFE�
only 122 men.35 As in India today, the paltry salary offered to U.S. diplomats 
in the early twentieth century limited the candidate pool significantly.36 World 
War II and subsequent Cold War build-ups created the massive military and 
governmental machinery capable of sustaining a global foreign policy. The 
expansion of supporting institutions for research and education has tended to 
follow periods of government expansion.37 

U.S. social science research surged during the post–World War II period, 
JO�OP�TNBMM�QBSU�EVF�UP�BO�JOēVY�PG�ÊNJHSÊ�TDIPMBST�GSPN�DPOUJOFOUBM�&VSPQF�
as well as to the overall growth of U.S. universities boosted both by the 
homecoming of veterans and by the subsequent baby boomer generation.38 The 
academic field of international relations, as distinct from political philosophy 
or history, only emerged in the United States during the early Cold War. 

This overview suggests that investment in the intellectual infrastructure 
of U.S. foreign policy has more often been a lagging indicator of overseas 
activity, not a leading one. The United States made early investments in 
foreign policy infrastructure more in response to international events than 
from preconceived national strategies. Once in place, the bureaucratic and 

 34� 1BVM�,FOOFEZ�The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict from 
1500 to 2000�	/FX�:PSL��3BOEPN�)PVTF�����
������BOE�+PIO�&��)BSS�The Anatomy of the Foreign 
Service: A Statistical Profile�	/FX�:PSL��$BSOFHJF�&OEPXNFOU�GPS�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�1FBDF�����
���

 35�8JMMJBN�#BSOFT�BOE�+PIO�)FBUI�.PSHBO�The Foreign Service of the United States: Origins, 
Development, and Functions (Washington, D.C.: Washington Historical Office, Bureau of Public 
"ćBJST�%FQBSUNFOU�PG�4UBUF�����
����� 

 36 Ibid., 201.
 37 One study of private U.S. think-tanks identifies four periods of growth: post–World War I, 

QPTUm8PSME�8BS�**�UIF�FBSMZ�����T�BOE�UIF�����T��4FF�+BNFT�(��.D(BOO�FE��Think Tanks and 
Policy Advice in the United States�	-POEPO��3PVUMFEHF�����
���

 38 Thomas Bender, “Politics, Intellect, and the American University,” in American Academic Culture in 
Transformation: Fifty Years, Four Disciplines�FE��ĂPNBT�#FOEFS�BOE�$BSM�&��4DIPSTLF�	1SJODFUPO��
1SJODFUPO�6OJWFSTJUZ�1SFTT�����
����	TFF�GPPUOPUF���GPS�FMBCPSBUJPO
��BOE�$IBSMFT�&��-JOECMPN�
i1PMJUJDBM�4DJFODF�JO�UIF�����T�BOE�����Tu�JO�#FOEFS�BOE�4DIPSTLF�American Academic Culture, 245.
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competitive characteristics of government agencies, universities, and think-
tanks provided supply-side incentives for expanded budgets and programs.39

Placed in the context of the historical experience of the United States, 
India’s present underinvestment in foreign policy infrastructure looks less 
TVSQSJTJOH��:FU�XIFSFBT�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�TVSWJWFE�UIF�ĐSTU�IBMG�PG�UIF�UXFOUJFUI�
century largely on the strength of its geographic isolation and disproportionate 
economic clout, India finds itself in a much more challenging position. The 
HMPCBMJ[BUJPO� PG� UIF� XPSME� FDPOPNZ� BOE� UIF� QSFDBSJPVT� OFJHICPSIPPE� JO�
which India resides suggest that New Delhi would benefit from cultivating a 
dynamic intellectual infrastructure more proactively than the United States 
did one hundred years ago. 

íÜÉ=ÑìíìêÉ=çÑ=áåÇá~Ûë=ÑçêÉáÖå=éçäáÅó

A great power has the ability to actively shape its environment, not just 
respond to it. India’s growth in material wealth has already translated into 
greater influence internationally, but the question remains: to what end will 
India use its increased stature? To some degree, economic imperatives will 
dictate India’s foreign policy interests: access to markets, energy resources, 
and the mitigation of threats, whether security or economic. 

That said, important aspects of India’s foreign policy will be determined by 
the country’s software as much or more than by its hardware. If current trends 
hold—particularly if the private sector media and corporations continue to 
grow relative to the public sector and maintain their ability to attract the 
most talented members of India’s workforce—we should anticipate an Indian 
foreign policy that is business-first in orientation, and regional, reactive, and 
one-track in implementation. 

Business-first

India’s business leaders and industry associations are already out front in 
iSFCSBOEJOHu�*OEJB��:FU�FWFO�*OEJB�T�NPTU�BDUJWF�NVMUJOBUJPOBMT�BSF�TUJMM�JO�UIF�
early stages of breaking free of the long-intrusive tentacles of the Indian state. 
Despite loosening of the famous “license-quota Raj,” the state retains a great 
deal of leverage over Indian corporations, in part because they are still at the 
mercy of official regulatory and procurement decisions.40 In addition, sectors 

 39� "VUIPS�T�F�NBJM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�XJUI�"OESFX�.BZ�+BOVBSZ��������
 40 Author’s interview with a senior Indian executive at a heavy industrial firm, New Delhi, April 2007.
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of the Indian economy essential to business—such as electricity, gas, and 
water supply—are still predominantly state-owned.41 So even though India’s 
new entrepreneurs and industrial titans represent some of the country’s most 
dynamic and energetic leaders, they have yet to play a dominant role in Indian 
foreign policy.

4UJMM� JG� *OEJB�T� FDPOPNZ� MJCFSBMJ[FT� BOE� FYQBOET�CPUI� SFBTPOBCMF�
assumptions—the business elite will have a louder voice in political circles 
and a greater incentive to influence foreign policy. In many ways, India’s big 
business is likely to support policies that also benefit the United States. A 
business-first India is likely to press for more open trading regimes and the 
FMJNJOBUJPO�PG�/PO�"MJHOFE�.PWFNFOU�SIFUPSJD� GSPN�UIF� MFYJDPO�PG� *OEJB�T�
diplomats. India would probably also pursue a regional strategy intended 
to create a stable environment for trade and economic growth, including 
improved relations with neighboring Pakistan and Bangladesh. 

What is good for Indian business, however, is not necessarily good for 
the United States or the world. Just as China has forged ties with some of the 
world’s most odious regimes in order to access energy, mineral, and other 
natural resources, India’s capitalists are likely to be driven more by rupees 
than by broader strategic or humanitarian compulsions. India’s thirst for 
energy could steer the country closer to Burma, Iran, Russia, Sudan, or other 
states that pose regional or global threats but offer ready access to fossil fuels. 

Furthermore, as the Indian and Chinese economies grow, Indian business 
may find that looking east is more profitable than looking west. Rather than 
actively balancing or offering a passive but U.S.-friendly counterweight to China, 
a business-led India of the future might instead privilege relations with Shanghai 
over those with Silicon Valley. Just as many Americans lost their manufacturing 
jobs to Chinese competition, many others will fall victim to India’s providers of 
information technology and services. U.S.-India economic competition could 
thus prove detrimental to the bilateral political relationship.

Regional

"MUIPVHI� *OEJB�T� CVTJOFTT� JOUFSFTUT� NBZ� HMPCBMJ[F� B� XFBL� GPSFJHO�
policy infrastructure would limit the scope of Indian ambition, directing 
New Delhi toward a narrow, regional agenda. Invariably, India’s troubled 
neighborhood—Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and Burma—will 
demand some degree of attention from New Delhi’s decisionmakers and 

 41 Observer Research Foundation, Observer Statistical Handbook—India 2006–07 (New Delhi, Rupa 
and Co., 2006), 63.
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strategists. Historical and contemporary ties between India and neighboring 
states might further encourage and facilitate a parochial sub-continental 
perspective, thereby distracting New Delhi from global aspirations and even 
from its nascent strategic partnership with Washington. 

In order to escape this regional stranglehold, India must work overtime 
to cultivate expertise on issues and relations with areas that were never a 
part of the British Raj. Asia—east, west, and central—is a natural target for 
UIF� FYQBOTJPO�PG� *OEJB�T� BDUJWJUZ� BOE� JOēVFODF��:FU�XJUIPVU�CPMTUFSJOH�/FX�
Delhi’s capacity to conduct diplomacy, non-governmental policy analysis, 
and rigorous scholarly work, the Indian state will remain handicapped in 
exploiting opportunities in Asia, not to mention opportunities farther afield.

Reactive

Running an overly lean foreign policy apparatus almost guarantees that 
India will have trouble anticipating and acting ahead of future trends. A fire-
fighting or just-in-time approach to foreign affairs, no matter how efficient, is 
bound to be reactive rather than proactive. 

The post–Cold War world, especially Asia, still has relatively few new 
regional or functional multilateral regimes, despite burgeoning economic, 
military, and political activity. Over time, new institutions will likely emerge 
while old ones will reform or expand. New economic heft will give India a seat 
at the negotiating table. In these and other scenarios, India may be powerful 
enough to say “no” in order to protect core national interests, but New Delhi 
may lack the creative capacity to formulate and implement alternatives.

In addition, when future world crises do occur, particularly those 
demanding humanitarian or military intervention, India’s increased material 
power and wealth will place a greater onus on New Delhi to act. Under these 
conditions, an India more brawny than brainy would be at the mercy of others 
to establish the terms of contributions.

One-track

U.S. officials familiar with the past several years of Indian diplomacy 
BMSFBEZ� SFDPHOJ[F� B�NBKPS� DPTU� BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI� *OEJB�T� UJOZ� GPSFJHO� TFSWJDF��
it can be nearly impossible to advance several policy priorities in parallel. 
India’s few circuits are too quickly overloaded. The U.S.-India nuclear deal 
BOE� BTTPDJBUFE� OFHPUJBUJPOT� PDDVQJFE� UIF� CVML� PG� UIF� .&"�T� FOFSHZ� GPS�
several years, forcing a raft of other laudable goals—agriculture, science and 
technology, space, defense, and democracy promotion—off to the side. To 
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TPNF�EFHSFF�BOZ�IJFSBSDIJDBM�PSHBOJ[BUJPO�XJMM�TVćFS�GSPN�CPUUMFOFDLT�JO�UIF�
decisionmaking process unless authority is delegated downward. At present, 
UIF�.&"�T�QSPGFTTJPOBM�TUBć�JT�TP�TNBMM�UIBU�TFOJPS�PĊDJBMT�BSF�GPSDFE�UP�UBLF�
up duties that more junior colleagues could handle.

As India scales up membership in global and regional institutions and 
GPSHFT�OFX�BOE�DMPTFS�UJFT�XJUI�B�XJEFS�SBOHF�PG�TUBUFT�UIF�.&"�T�CBOEXJEUI�
XJMM�CFDPNF�FWFO�NPSF�TUSFTTFE��3VUIMFTT�QSJPSJUJ[BUJPO�POMZ�HPFT�TP�GBS��MJLF�
a cellphone network during an emergency, many calls will be dropped. Unless 
UIF�.&"�JODSFBTFT�JUT�DBQBDJUZ�UP�NBOBHF�NVMUJQMF�JTTVFT�TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ�*OEJB�
will have a difficult time building a reputation as a reliable global partner, 
particularly in crisis management. 

ëíêÉåÖíÜÉåáåÖ=áåÇá~å=áåëíáíìíáçåë

Projecting into the future, though none of these traits is devastating, 
together they will leave India punching well below its weight in dealing with 
tough international problems. That scenario will come as a disappointment to 
those U.S. strategists who seek in India a powerful, democratic Asian partner 
for the United States. Assuming that a more assertive and ambitious foreign 
policy from New Delhi is desirable, several specific reforms and investments 
could go a long way.

ĂF�NPTU�PCWJPVT�XPVME�CF�BO�FYQBOTJPO�PG�UIF�*'4�BOE�.&"��*OWFTUNFOU�
and reform in this area have been on the agenda for decades, with little 
QSPHSFTT�UP�TIPX��'PSFJHO�4FDSFUBSZ�4IJW�4IBOLBS�.FOPO�T�QMFB�JO�"QSJM������
UP�EPVCMF�UIF�TJ[F�PG�UIF�.&"�IBT�TP�GBS�BDIJFWFE�BCPVU�BT�NVDI�USBDUJPO�BT�
FBSMJFS�QMFBT��.PTU�PG�UIF�UJNF�UIF�.&"�JT�SVOOJOH�TJNQMZ�UPP�GBTU�UP�TQBSF�
UIF�UJNF�UP�SFDPOTJEFS�BOE�SFGPSN�PQFSBUJPOT�JO�B�TVTUBJOFE�XBZ��&WFO�VOEFS�
the best of circumstances, bureaucracies have trouble reforming themselves. 
Realistically, only a considered decision from the top political leadership in 
New Delhi will produce change.

6OGPSUVOBUFMZ� FYQBOEJOH� UIF�.&"� JT� OPU� BT� TJNQMF� BT� IJSJOH� TFWFSBM�
thousand new recruits. The rapid expansion of incoming foreign service 
classes could create a bottom-heavy institution with too few mid-level 
officers. The introduction of a lateral entry program might help the agency 
address deficiencies but would also demand training and education efforts 
designed to transform midcareer professionals into diplomats and foreign 
policy strategists. India’s Foreign Service Institute would be the obvious venue 
for these efforts, and the United States and other nations might help to round 
out an expanded program by contributing experienced visiting faculty.
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:FU�VOUJM�UIF�*'4�CFHJOT�UP�QBZ�FNQMPZFFT�BU�B�MFWFM�DPNNFOTVSBUF�XJUI�
other high-skill career paths, talented and patriotic Indians will seek other 
ways of serving their nation. India’s tendency to underpay government officials 
JT�OPU�VOJRVF�UP�UIF�.&"�CVU�PUIFS�DJWJM�TFSWBOUT�IBWF�NPSF�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�UP�
exploit privileged positions—whether through graft and corruption while in 
office or by securing lucrative post-retirement sinecures. Though IFS perks—
such as overseas housing—help to ease the financial pinch, even greater 
incentives will be required to lure and retain the best and brightest of India’s 
new generation.

Similar wage disparity issues apply to India’s educational institutions and 
think-tanks, where salaries are uniformly too low to lure and retain India’s 
best and brightest. Humanities and social science programs need to join 
UIFJS�DPVOUFSQBSUT�JO�FOHJOFFSJOH�BOE�CVTJOFTT�CZ�QSJWBUJ[JOH�PQFSBUJPOT�BOE�
SBUJPOBMJ[JOH�HPWFSONFOU�SFHVMBUJPOT��

Although Indian corporations have fewer profit-driven reasons to invest 
in schools of foreign relations or regional studies, the business of private 
higher-level education is taking off in other parts of Asia precisely because 
states are unable or unwilling to meet the need. Singapore and the United Arab 
&NJSBUFT� 	6"&
�BSF� JOWFTUJOH� JO�QBSUOFSTIJQT�XJUI�FTUBCMJTIFE�CSBOE�OBNF�
BDBEFNJD�JOTUJUVUJPOT�JO�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�BOE�&VSPQF��"MUIPVHI�TPNF�QSJWBUF�
Indian universities have forged ties with well-respected U.S. counterparts, the 
trend has not extended to social sciences education.42 India should consider 
creative public-private arrangements that would encourage the growth of 
world-class social science research and teaching schools. Admittedly India 
faces real political barriers to massive education reform; thus, the door to 
private and international investment may need to open gradually, perhaps 
through an expansion of pilot projects and targeted university programs rather 
than through wholesale systemic reform. Private Indian and U.S. investors, 
institutions, and foundations will need to take the lead.

Until more Indian institutions of research and graduate education 
reach world-class standards, training outside the country will be the most 
practical way to build a cadre of scholars, analysts, and practitioners. The U.S. 
university system already educates more students from India than from any 
PUIFS�DPVOUSZ�PWFS�������BT�PG�����m���CVU�UIF�WBTU�NBKPSJUZ�PG�WJTJUJOH�

 42 The Indian School of Business, for example, has associations with the University of Pennsylvania’s 
8IBSUPO�4DIPPM�BOE�/PSUIXFTUFSO�6OJWFSTJUZ�T�,FMMPHH�4DIPPM��4FF�UIF�*OEJBO�4DIPPM�PG�#VTJOFTT�
u�IUUQ���XXX�JTC�FEV�,OPX*4C�BTTPDJBUFTDIPPM�TIUNM�
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students do not receive training in social science, policy, or history.43 An 
expanded fellowship program that targets these fields could help to shift the 
balance, especially in postgraduate education. 

Other exchange programs would also help. The U.S. State Department 
regularly opens a small number of positions to officers from other allied 
TUBUFT� JODMVEJOH� 'SBODF� BOE� UIF� 6,� BT� B� NFBOT� UP� FYQPTF� UIFTF� PĊDFST�
to Washington’s labyrinthine bureaucracy. To the extent that security and 
classification hurdles can be overcome, a similar program would certainly 
build bilateral connections and provide Indian officers with a comparative 
window into the U.S. process.

(SFBUFS�6�4�� BTTJTUBODF� JO� UFSNT� PG� FEVDBUJPO� USBJOJOH� BOE� FYDIBOHFT�
would also help to build the capacity of Indian think-tanks. The Indian 
government should consider greater investments in these institutions, either 
directly—as in the case of IDSA’s move to a new, larger campus in February 
2007—or indirectly, by outsourcing more substantial research projects to 
JOEFQFOEFOU� TDIPMBST��.PSF� HFOFSPVT� QSJWBUF� JOWFTUNFOU� JT� BMTP� OFDFTTBSZ�
but India’s new generation of business elites has yet to follow in the footsteps 
PG� UIF� 3PDLFGFMMFST� .BD"SUIVS� $BSOFHJF� PS� UIF� NBOZ� PUIFS� "NFSJDBO�
QIJMBOUISPQJTUT� XIPTF� JOWFTUNFOUT� SFWPMVUJPOJ[FE� BOE� OPX� NBJOUBJO� UIF�
capacity of the United States for policy innovation and research. Some of 
the U.S. philanthropic institutions that are more global in approach should 
seek opportunities for joint investments with Indian counterparts to expand 
Indian think-tanks or build new ones.

Devoting greater resources to think-tanks, however, will not necessarily 
improve the quality of research or policy relevance unless several other 
changes are made. Above all, researchers require greater access to government 
information, both historical and contemporary. The Indian government should 
DPOTJEFS�XBZT�UP�CSJOH�OPO�DBSFFS�PĊDFST�JOUP�UIF�.&"�BOE�PUIFS�QBSUT�PG�
the foreign policy establishment as term-limited fellows. The U.S. government 
has a hiring category of “technical appointee,” designating individuals who are 
neither permanent civil servants nor political selections vetted by the White 
House. These technical appointees serve a maximum of four years and offer 
outside expertise—academic, scientific, or private sector—that might not 
otherwise reside in the bureaucracy. In return, appointees benefit from seeing 
the internal processes of the U.S. government. A program of this sort might 

 43� i0QFO�%PPST�������3FQPSU�PO�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�&EVDBUJPOBM�&YDIBOHFu�*OTUJUVUF�PG�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�
&EVDBUJPO�/PWFNCFS���������u�IUUQ���PQFOEPPST�JJFOFUXPSL�PSH� Q���������BOE�$'3�SFTFBSDI�
BTTPDJBUF�T�F�NBJM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�XJUI�DPVOUSZ�NBOBHFS�PG�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�*OEJB�&EVDBUJPOBM�
Foundation.
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simultaneously enhance India’s foreign policy capacity and build a larger 
group of independent analysts with understanding of how the government 
functions.

India’s Official Secrets Act deserves a share of the blame for stifling public 
discussion of national security and foreign policy issues. The act is one piece 
of the broader closed-door culture of the foreign policy bureaucracy that must 
be eliminated. Though certain security and intelligence issues are specifically 
exempted, the 2005 Right to Information (RTI) Act might offer scholars a 
chance to access government documents that have long remained off limits. 
The act is similar to the U.S. Freedom of Information Act in that it offers a 
mechanism for individuals to request information and for the government to 
BEKVEJDBUF�XIFUIFS�UIBU� JOGPSNBUJPO�TIPVME�CF�SFMFBTFE��+PVSOBMJTU�,VMEFFQ�
Nayyar has petitioned the government under the RTI Act to release the Indian 
"SNZ�T�DMBTTJĐFE�)FOEFSTPO�#SPPLT�3FQPSU�XIJDI�BOBMZ[FT�UIF������4JOP�
Indian War.44�%FDMBTTJĐDBUJPO�PG�UIJT�SFQPSU�XIJDI�UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�%FGFODF�
is resisting, would be a door-opening achievement for Indian foreign policy 
scholars. If Nayyar’s effort fails, India’s think-tank community should band 
UPHFUIFS�UP�FYQMPJU�SFTQPOTJCMZ�UIF�QSPWJTJPOT�PG�UIF�35*�"DU�TP�BT�UP�NBYJNJ[F�
collective access to information. Other ambitious archival projects outside 
India—such as the Cold War International History Project at the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for Scholars—might provide relevant models 
for information-sharing and online publication of declassified government 
documents.

India’s Future World Role

Today popular enthusiasm concerning India is infectious. From many 
perspectives, particularly with respect to economic growth and entrepreneurial 
BDUJWJUZ�NVDI�PG�UIF�FOUIVTJBTN�JT�BMTP�XFMM�EFTFSWFE��:FU�XIFO�JU�DPNFT�UP�
Indian foreign policy, there is a serious danger that expectations of greatness 
will go unmet. By extension, widely held U.S. aspirations for a global strategic 
partnership with India could also fall short. India is simply failing to build 
the institutional and human capacity sufficient to meet the demands of an 
effective global leader. 

To be sure, the situation is not irreversible. History shows that the 
economic power of the United States outpaced U.S. diplomatic capability for 
over half a century. In India’s case, however, there is no proximate catalyst 

 44� i*OEJB�.JHIU�3FWFBM�*UT������8BS�)JTUPSZu�Daily Times�+BOVBSZ���������
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to spur New Delhi into action. On the contrary, the costs associated with 
India’s failure could go unnoticed for a long time; for the moment, India’s 
foreign policy limitations are more likely to manifest themselves as missed 
opportunities than as obvious blunders. 

If current trends hold, though, eventually the gap between promise and 
practice will become a more significant liability to India, and one that is far 
more costly to bridge. Investments today—by the Indian government, private 
sector, and close partners in the United States—can help make it more likely 
that India’s future is defined not only by great power but also by the capacity to 
harness that power effectively for the national and international interest. �


